Peer Tutor Help Desk Schedule

Location: Learning Resources Center, Millstein 250

No appointment needed; Stop by during a tutor’s available hours.

Accounting—
Travis Grossman (Financial & Managerial): W – 5:30-7:30pm; Th – 5:30-7:30pm

Biology—
Hailey Kepner (Bio 1&2): Th – 12-3pm
Riley Lesko (Bio 1): M – 4:50-5:50pm; TTH – 2:50-3:50pm

Chemistry—
Cora Forney (OChem): MWF – 9:30-11:30am

English Composition/ Paper Writing Help—
Kelsey Bayus: MTThF – 12-2pm; W – 1-2pm, 3-4pm
Rylee Wolfe: M – 12:30-2:30pm
Hailey Kepner: Th – 12-3pm

Mathematics—
Rex Liu (Calc 1): MW – 10am-12pm; T – 2:30-3:30pm
Kalie Morse: M – 2-4pm; W – 2-5pm
Javon Brown (Algebra; Prep for Sci Calc): M – 10-11am; WTh – 10am-12pm
Erika Christeleit (Operations and Functions): T – 1:10-2:10pm; W – 3-7pm

Psychology—
Sydney Sheridan: M – 2-3:30pm; T – 1:30-3:30pm; Th – 2-3:30pm

Spanish—
Juliet Montes Duran: W – 12-3pm; F – 12-2pm

Attention: Some of the above tutors are in the process of being trained and may not be immediately available for tutoring.
To meet with a Professional Tutor, please email them with your availability:

Michael Garing (Physics and Mathematics): mrg133@pitt.edu
Daniel Hitt (Any Paper Writing, Composition, Literature): djh89@pitt.edu
Jacob Wigfield (General and Organic Chemistry, Mathematics): jww50@pitt.edu

Note: The schedule may change over the course of the semester as new tutors are hired or peer tutor schedules change, so please visit the LRC webpage for the most up-to-date copy.